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L Introduction

1.1 Status of nuclear power production in Korea

Since the commercial operation of Kori Unit 1 began in April 1978, Korea has

achieved a steady growth in nuclear power generation. In March 1995, the Korea

Electric Power Corporation which is the sole utility in Korea had 8,616 MWe nuclear

capacity with 10 operating units. This represents 28.7 percent of the total installed

capacity. The amount of nuclear power generation in 1994 was 58,651 GWh or 35.5

percent of the total power generation, thereby playing a leading role in the production

of electricty in Korea.

1.2 Training organizations of nuclear power related industries in Korea

The Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) is the sole utility in Korea

responsible for electrical power generation and distribution. KEPCO is taking a

leading role in fostering and developing domestic industrial activities related to nuclear

energy utilization. KEPCO also makes contributions to the improvement of technology

system localization regarding hydro, fossil as well as nuclear power plants by means

of technology transfer.

Since training for nuclear power plant operational personnel is one of KEPCO's

major activities, KEPCO established the Kori Nuclear Training Center in 1977 to

provide training for operators, maintenance personnel as well as engineering staff of

nuclear power plants. The center is well equipped with various facilities including

three PWR simulators and a number of mockups. The Korea Power Plant Service
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Company, which is a subsidiary company of KEPCO and is in charge of the

maintenance service of all kinds of power plant operating and startup, established the

Nuclear Maintenance Training Center in June 1990 as part of the Kori Nuclear

Training Center of KEPCO. The center also provides various maintenance training

courses to their maintenance staff with several kinds of mockups and practical exercise

facilities.

Whereas, the Nuclear Training Center of the Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute was established in 1960 to provide training courses for nuclear related

industries. Now the center provides a one week retraining course for licensed reactor

and senior reactor operators. It is mandatory for all licensed operators to receive a

one week retraining course at the NTC/KAERI once every 3-5 years.

2. KEPCO's on-the-job training and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel

2.1 KEPCO's in-house training program

The KEPCO's in-house training program consists of an initial training program

for new employees and continous training programs for nuclear power plant personnel.

The Kori Nuclear Training Center provides about 80 training courses including OJT

composed of initial and continous training programs to their employees who are

assigned to nuclear jobs.

KEPCO's every new employee should have an initial training for 39 weeks which

is divided into 6 phases including two 8 week of on-the-job training phases at the

plant site. After finishing the initial training program, all employees who are assigned

to a specific department of the plant have continous training including on-the job

training for 2-4 weeks according to their technical and managerial level which was

described in internal qualification and training requirements for nuclear power plant

personnel

Whereas, the Seoul Training Center of KEPCO provides various kinds of

non-nuclear training courses such as fossil power plant system courses, general and

managerial training courses. The Kori Nuclear Training Center provides various kinds

of training courses such as class room and simulator trainings. The continous training

program at the Kori Nuclear Training Center consists of job classification and

managerial levels such as operator, maintenance staff, technical staff, and supervisory

levels. And every department of nuclear power plants provides on-the -job training

for 2-4 weeks to their junior personnel under the direction of experienced personnel.
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2.2 Plant organization and qualification for nuclear power plant personnel

The plant manager is directly reponsible for all activities at the plant. The plant

manager ensures that the plant operations are conducted in conformance with

regulatory requirements and internal polices. Particularly the plant manager has

primary responsibility for the general personnel affairs such as staffing, training as

well as maintaining the qualification of employees qualification according to the

qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel.

The plant manager is in charge of two power units with about 360 staff members

in Kori. The following are staffing resources of plant departments in the Kori # 2

Station (Units 3 & 4);

- Radiological Control : 34

- Operation Management • 16

- Operations (6 Shifts) : 150

- Engineering Works : 25

- Chemical : 29

- Mechanical : 34

- Electrical : 30

- Instrumentation and Control • 50

The qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel are

directly connected with plant organizational structure. All kinds of training activities

such as the responsibility of training, training methods and procedures as well as the

training evaluation related to on-the-job training are described in the KEPCO's

qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel (Technical

Procedure No. -48).

The major contents of the qualification and training requirements, which are

basically divided into three technical levels (level I. level II, level III) according to

plant job classification, are shown in Table 1.

2.3 KEPCO's on-the-job training programs for nuclear power plant personnel

KEPCO has two kinds of on-the-job training programs for nuclear power plant

personnel. The first one is a 16 weeks on-the-job training program (two 8 week

programs) for new employees at the plant site. The other is a 2-4 week on-the-job

training program for plant personnel according to their job classification and technical

level. These 2-4 weeks on-the-job training programs are circulated periodically until

junior personnel reach a qualified level, and are also conducted during some events
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such as plant startup including functional tests, operation, maintenance, and technical

services under the direction of experienced personnel.

The responsibility for on-the-job training is as follows;

• the plant manager is reponsible for the management of overall activities of

on-the-job training.

• the deputy plant manager (operation) is responsible for the management of

planning, directing, evaluating the on-the-job training.

• the operation management manager is reponsible for the management of

implementing the on-the-job training.

• the training section head is responsible for the administration including

documentation and record keeping, etc. of on-the-job training.

• Departments' managers are responsible for the development, implemetation and

evaluation of their on-the-job training programs.

• Departments' training section heads are responsible for conducting their

on-the-job training programs.

As shown in Fig. 1, the new employee on-the-job training program consists of 16

weeks which are divided into two 8 week segments. The first phase is provided at

the plant site for 8 weeks which consists of 7 steps; 1 week for plant administration, 1

week for auxiliary operator's work, 1.5 weeks for TO 2 works, 1.5 weeks for TO 1

works, 1 week for RO 2 works, 1 week for RO 1 works. The second phase of

on-the-job training is also provided in the main control room for 8 weeks which

consists of TO, EO, RO works. A new employee begins the first phase of on-the-job

training when he finishes the phase 2 nuclear theory fundamental course in the initial

training program, and begins the second phase of on-the-job training when he finishes

the phase 5 specific plant system course in the initial training program. The details of

these contents are attached herein Table 2 (contents of the first and second on-the-job

training for new employees).

The contents of the on-the-job training program for junior personnel are directly

connected with their job classification and job descriptions. All departments of the

plant have their own on-the-job training programs for their junior personnel according

to their job descriptions which are described in plant technical procedure-48

(qualification and training requirements for nuclear power plant personnel). A sample

content is shown in Table 3. Junior personnel who are assigned a job to the plant

site start their job (level III works) together with 2-4 week on-the-job training.

When they are promoted to a higher level job, they also have another 2-4 week
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on-the-job training which is equivalent to their job level. When they change their

position to another job, they also particpate in on-the-job training for 2-4 weeks.

The experienced personnel who are assigned to a on-the-job training instructor

(level I person) should evaluate the results of trainees when they conduct on-the-job

training. The evaluation sheet should be kept in their department as a document and

should be reported to a plant manager. The training section head should report it to

the personnel management department at KEPCO headquarters. The training audit

team at KEPCO headquarters is dispatched annually to survey the training diary which

should be kept at the plant site.

3. KPS's on-the-job training and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel

3.1 KPS's roles for nuclear power plant maintenance

Maintenance plays a primary role in ensuring safe and reliable nuclear power

plant operation. To carry out this role, maintenance goals should exist to ensure the

safe operation of nuclear power plants. The Korea Power Plant Service

Company(KPS) is a subsidiary company of KEPCO and is in charge of the

maintenance service of power plants owned by KEPCO. There are 5 KPS service

offices at the nuclear power plant sites. KPS has a training center in Seoul and a

nuclear maintenance training center at the Kori site for the training of maintenance

personnel.

Each KEPCO nuclear power plant keeps four contractors on site for support and

services during normal operation and outage. KPS is a major contractor for KEPCO

among the four contractors. The major activities of KPS on site are as follows ;

• Maintenance of mechanical, and electrical equipment and components

• Refueling activities and non-destructive testing

• Detailed scheduling and control of work process

• Supply of temporary manpower and control of subcontractors

• Procurement of miscellaneous spare parts and consumables

KPS's maintenance works together with other subcontractors' works are properly

supervised under the KEPCO's maintenance guidelines and procedures.

3.2 KPS's qualification and training requirements of maintenance personnel

The KPS's in-house training programs are also divided into two parts. The

first one is an initial training program which consists of classroom training for 2-6

weeks and on-the-job training for 6-32 weeks according to their job classification such
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as administration, mechanics, electrical, and special fields in component maintenance

including refueling, quality, NDT, welding, industrial cleaning, etc. The other is a

continous training programs which consists of ofMhe-job training and on-the-job

training. After a job assignment to a plant site all employees should have training

programs to meet internal qualification requirements.

According to KPS's annual training program, the Seoul Training Center conducts

19 training courses, the Kori Nuclear Maintenance Center conducts 27 training courses

with several kinds of mockups such as RCP, refueling deck, etc. Another 46 training

courses including on-the-job training are conducted at the job site. KPS also provides

18 kinds of overseas training programs in order to acquire advanced technology from

foreign vendors.

There are 41 types of qualification for nuclear power plant maintenance

personnel. Qualification is divided into 2 or 3 technical levels. These qualifications are

also closely associated with KEPCO's qualification system. Table 4 which details

qualification and training requirements shows how many years of experience, what

kind of training courses including on-the-job training are needed to get the appropriate

qualification. For example, level I valve maintenance qualification requires an initial

training program for 39 weeks including 32 weeks of on-the-job training and 2 years

of practical work at the plant site. When KPS provides qualification to employees,

KPS take into account the employee's job performance measure sheet and training

results.

3.3 Contents of the 32 week OJT program for mechanical maintenance personnel

The contents of the 32 week on-the-job training for mechanical maintenance

personnel pertaining to an initial training program is shown in Table 5. This

on-the-job training program is developed by the training department of KPS, and other

on-the-job training programs for junior personnel are developed by the training

implementation department under the guidelines of the training department

The on-the-job training program consists of learning objectives, syllabus

guidelines, trainees, duration, training methods and evaluation methods and the syllabus

as shown in Table 5. The major syllabus of this on-the-job training program consists

of plant administration for 1 week, the nuclear power plant system for 3 weeks, and a

plant maintenance practical exercise for 28 weeks at the plant site.

The learning objectives and syllabus guidelines are particularly important items

for the development of the on-the-job training program because these items are basic
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guidelines for the implementationof this course. This syllabus guidelines and textbook

are developed by the professional on-the-job training instructors who are qualified

according to the internal qualification procedures. The evaluation of the on-the-job

performance measure sheet is more or less similar with KEPCO's method. These are

also directly associated with upgrading the trainee's qualification and promoting the

trainee's position. KPS is now trying to find the methods on how to link the results

of on-the-job training with the measuring of job perfonnance.

4. Conclusion

On-the-job training is a training method which states that trainee participate in

nuclear power plant startup (including pre-operational, hot functional and startup tests),

operation, maintenance, or technical services under the direction of experienced

personnel. This means that experience is a priority for junior personnel in order to

familiarize themselves with on-site works. Therefore, there is growing tendency for

more emphasis to be placed on an in-house training program than on off-the-job

training. To maintain the desired standard of on-the-job training system, continous

inputs from outside may needed through international exchanges and cooperations with

the advanced foreign utilities, INPO and IAEA.
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Table 1. Qualification and Training Reguirements for Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Job Classification

Operation
Part

Technical
Part

• Operation
Mgt.

• Operation

• Radiological
Control

• Engineering
Works

• Mechanical
• Electrical
• I & C
• Chemistry

Qualification level

Level I

• More than
5 years
experience

• SRO license
holders

• OJT instructor

• More than
5 years
experience

• OJT instructor

Level II

• More than
2 years
experience

• RO license
holders

• 2—5 years
experience

Level III

• less than
2 years
experience

• less than
2 years
experience

Training Requirement

Level I

• Advanced
Training Course
at KORI NTC

• Specialized
Training Course
(outside)

• Oversea
Training

• OJT

Level II

• Advanced
Training Course
at KORI NTC

• Specialized
Training Course
(outside)

• OJT

Level III

• Initial
Training Course
including a 16
weeks OJT
(Total 39 weeks)

• OJT

ft
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Fig. 1. Contents of On-The Job Training for Position(Standard Path for Newemployee)

Training for Initial Position

(1 Week)
Plant Administration

(1 Week)

(1.5 Week)

(1.5 Week)

AO

TO 2

TO 1

1
RO

1

RO

I

RO

3

2

1

(1 Week)

(1 Week) Local Big.

(1 Week)

(8 Weeks) TO EO RO ( Main Control Room)

AO • Auxiliary Operator

TO : Turbine Operator

RO : Reactor Operator

EO • Electrical Operator
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Table 2. Contents of l'st & 2'nd OJT for New Employee

Group

l'st
OJT

(8 Wks)

2'nd
OJT

(8 Wks)

Position

Plant Administration

AO

TO 1

TO 2

RO 3

RO 2

RO 1

RO

TO

EO

Duration

1 Week

«

1.5 Weeks

1 Week

/r

n

8 Weeks

Contents

• Plant Orientation
• Introduction of all departments'

Works
• Plant administration
• Radiation protection
• Fire protection
• Safety culture, others

* Intake facilities
• Gas facilities
• Aux, boiler facilities

• All facilities of turbine building

• All facilities of turbine building

• All facilities of radwaste building

• AH facilities of auxiliary building

* All facilities of auxiliary building

• Reactor Operator's Works

• Turbine Operator's Works

• Electrical Operator's Works
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Table 3. Contents of OJT for Junior Personnel

Operation Department

Job Classification

Level I

Level II

Level III

Operation Section ( Shift 1 )

Job Unit

• Operation and control of
generating works

• Reactor operation and control

« Turbine operation and control

• Control and coordination
works for power transmission

• Operation of radiation monitoring
system and HVAC system

• Monitoring and Operation of
local power startup system

• Local works for reactor related
facilities

• Local works for turbine related
facilities

• Local works for electrical
facilities

• Local operation of auxiliary system

• Local operation of reactor related
facilities

• Local operation of turbine related
facilities

• Test & inspection works for
facilities

Job Description

•

-

* •
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Table 4. Qualification and Training Requirements
of KPS's Maintenance Personnel

Qualification fields

Mechanics/Electrics

Exclusive
Qualification

Special
Qualification

Mechanics
(15 Types),

Electrics
(10 Types)

Nuclear Fuel
Loading

Quality
Auditing

Quality
Inspection

Flushing

Welding

NDT

(5 Types)

Transmission
Maintenance

(3 Types)

I

I

II

II

III

I

II

III

I

II

I

II

I

II

I

II

III

I

Crane
Operation

Experience
(year)

2.5

2

3

2

3

1

3

5

2

3

3

5

Training

Training at NTC

7 Weeks

H

6 Weeks

On-the job Training

32 Weeks

n

tt

National Welding Qualification

n

ASNT - TC - IA
Codes

1~2 4 Weeks 6 Weeks

National License
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Table 5. Contents of 32 Week OJT program
for mechanical maintenance personnel

Course Title

1. Learning
Objectives

2. Guideline of
Contents

3. Trainee

4. Duration

5. Training Method

7. Evaluation

Method

8. Pre-requisite
of Trainee

OJT for mechanical maintenance personnel

* Familization to on-site works and administration procedures

• Improving the mechanical maintenance ability through the
lecture and practical exercise

• Administration procedure

• Maintenance machinary and tools

• Nuclear power plant system and compenents

• Practical exercise of components maintenance

• Radiation protection/Industrial safety

* Newcomers who are assigned on-site job

• 32 Weeks

• Lecture & practical
exercise

Written Exam. Practical Exam.

6. Training
Place

Reports Attitude Total(%)
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